Low Vitamin D and High Fibroblast Growth Factor 23 Serum Levels Associate with Infectious and Cardiac Deaths in the HEMO Study
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ABSTRACT

Longitudinal studies testing the relationship between repeated measures of vitamin D or fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) and infectious and cardiac hospitalizations and death in hemodialysis patients have not been reported. We examined the association between yearly 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D), 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25(OH)2D), and FGF23 serum levels and various clinical outcomes using time-dependent Cox regression models with repeated yearly measures and fixed-covariate Cox models with only baseline values after controlling for important clinical covariates in the HEMO study. During a median follow-up of 3 years, 582 of the 1340 participants died, and 499 and 514 participants had a hospitalization or death attributed to infectious and cardiac causes, respectively. Patients in the highest 25(OH)D quartile had the lowest risk of infectious events (hazard ratio [HR] 0.66 versus the lowest quartile; 95% confidence interval [95% CI], 0.49–0.89), cardiac events (HR, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.53–0.96), and all-cause mortality (HR, 0.46; 95% CI, 0.34–0.62) in time-dependent analyses. No significant associations of 1,25(OH)2D with clinical outcomes were observed in time-dependent or fixed-covariate Cox models. In contrast, the highest FGF23 quartile was associated with a higher risk of infectious events (HR, 1.57 versus the lowest quartile; 95% CI, 1.13–2.18), cardiac events (HR, 1.49; 95% CI, 1.06–2.08), and all-cause mortality (HR, 1.50; 95% CI, 1.07–2.12) in fixed-covariate Cox models. The addition of inflammation markers into the statistical models did not attenuate these associations. Thus, disordered mineral metabolism may affect outcomes in chronic hemodialysis patients.


Cardiac events are the major cause of death in hemodialysis patients, accounting for approximately 40–50% of deaths.1,2 Similarly, infections remain a very common cause of morbidity and mortality.3–5 Several nontraditional risk factors may contribute to these two important clinical outcomes in this high-risk population, such as CKD-associated mineral and bone disorder6 which includes a wide range of abnormalities in vitamin D metabolism7–9 and phosphate homeostasis.10,11

Lower serum levels of both 25-hydroxvitamin D (25(OH)D) and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25(OH)2D) have been associated with increased mortality within 90 days of initiating hemodialysis.8 However, no studies have evaluated annual repeated measures of vitamin D analytes in
hemodialysis patients over time, which reflect long-term levels more accurately than single time points. There are also no longitudinal studies on the associations between vitamin D and cardiac outcomes in these patients. Hence, the combination of significant 25(OH)D deficiency, impaired conversion of 25(OH)D to 1,25(OH)2D, and high numbers of cardiac events render the dialysis population an ideal model to study the impact of vitamin D analytes on adjudicated cardiac outcomes.

Vitamin D has also important effects on the innate and adaptive immune systems, by modulating the production of endogenous antimicrobial peptides and regulating the inflammatory cascade.12,13 There is evidence that cathelicidin transcription, which are key bactericidal proteins, are particularly dependent of sufficient 25(OH)D circulating levels.14 Epidemiologic studies testing the association between vitamin D deficiency and risk of infection are, nonetheless, lacking in the hemodialysis population.

Bone-derived fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) is a phosphaturic hormone. By inhibiting the expression of 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1), FGF23 also acts as a counter-regulatory hormone to 1,25(OH)2D production.15,16 Epidemiologic studies have shown high circulating FGF23 levels to be an independent predictor of development of left ventricular hypertrophy and mortality in the pre-dialysis and incident hemodialysis population.17–20 However, its association with cardiac hospitalizations and deaths in chronic hemodialysis patients has not been clearly established. Furthermore, previous studies were limited by the lack of serial measurements of circulating FGF23 levels.

FGF23 has also been suggested to be a regulator of innate immunity.21 Recent studies reported that FGF23 treatment of mononuclear cells isolated from healthy human peripheral blood and peritoneal dialysis effluents from uremic patients decreased the mRNA expression of CYP27B1.21,22 Accordingly, it is reasonable to hypothesize that circulating FGF23 excess decreases the intracrine production of 1,25(OH)2D, which consequently decreases the transcription and the production of cathelicidins14 leading to an increase in infectious outcomes.

Substantial amounts of literature have shown that high serum markers of inflammation predict a high risk of death in hemodialysis patients and have suggested a role in the pathophysiology of adverse outcomes in hemodialysis.23,24 Given the high prevalence of inflammation, vitamin D deficiency, and FGF23 excess in hemodialysis, we also examined whether the relationships with cardiac and infectious events and all-cause mortality with lower vitamin D and higher FGF23 serum levels were attenuated with statistical adjustment for inflammatory markers.

The HEMO study was designed to examine if greater dialytic urea removal or the use of high-flux dialysis could improve outcomes in hemodialysis patients.25 A strength of the HEMO study was that the first cardiac and infectious hospitalizations of the participants were adjudicated by an Outcomes Committee.25 In addition, serum samples were collected annually from study participants that allowed us to examine the association between cardiac and infectious outcomes with the most recent annual measurements of serum vitamin D and FGF23. In the present study, we exploited the serum samples and data collected in the HEMO study to examine the relationships between serum levels of vitamin D and FGF23 with cardiac and infectious hospitalizations and deaths.

RESULTS

Of the 1340 participants included in this analysis, the mean (±SD) age at the time of randomization was 57±14 years; 45% were male and 64% were Black. The median number of years on dialysis was 2.7 (interquartile range [IQR], 1.4–5.1). Of these participants, 499 (37%) and 514 (38%) had infectious and cardiac composite events, respectively and there were 582 (43%) deaths from all causes. The distributions of baseline serum 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)2D, and FGF23 levels were skewed to the right with a median of 19.1 (IQR, 14.2–26.6) ng/ml, 6.3 (IQR, 2.9–14.5) pg/ml, and 3118 (IQR, 726–12928) pg/ml, respectively. The mean serum calcium and phosphorus levels were 9.3±0.9 mg/dl and 5.8±1.9 mg/dl, respectively. The median intact parathyroid hormone (iPTH) level was 190 (IQR, 83–426) pg/ml and 53.7% of the participants were receiving intravenous vitamin D analogs in the form of calcitriol.

Figure 1, A–C presents the median and IQR for 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)2D, and FGF23 serum levels according to assignment to standard or high dose of dialysis and to a low-flux or high-flux dialyzers in the HEMO study. When calculating the coefficient of variation (CV) for each mineral bone disorder parameter from the yearly measurements, FGF23 (median CV=0.56 [IQR, 0.24–0.93]) showed the highest CV value followed by 1,25(OH)2D (median CV=0.53 [IQR, 0.23–0.90]), and 25(OH)D (median CV=0.16 [IQR, 0.10–0.30]).

Serum 25(OH)D levels correlated directly with serum calcium (r=0.14; P<0.001), serum 1,25(OH)2D (r=0.32; P<0.001), serum FGF23 (r=0.12; P<0.001), and inversely with serum iPTH (r=–0.10; P<0.002), serum high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP; r=–0.11; P<0.001), and interleukin-6 (IL-6; r=–0.10; P<0.01) levels; but did not correlate with serum phosphorus. In addition to its correlation with 25(OH)D, serum FGF23 levels had a direct correlation with serum phosphorus (r=0.52; P<0.001), serum iPTH (r=–0.10; P<0.003), and serum 1,25(OH)2D (r=0.10; P=0.001). There was no correlation between serum FGF23 with serum hs-CRP and IL-6.

Table 1 and Supplemental Table 1 display demographics and cardiovascular and infectious risk factors by quartiles of serum 25(OH)D and 1,25(OH)2D, respectively. Participants with higher serum 25(OH)D levels were younger, more frequently Caucasian and male, were less likely to have diabetes, and more likely to have a higher serum albumin, calcium, and
1,25(OH)_{2}D levels and lower serum iPTH and hs-CRP levels. Participants with higher 1,25(OH)_{2}D serum levels were more likely to be males, and have a lower prevalence of diabetes and cardiovascular disease (CVD). They were more likely to have a higher serum calcium, 25(OH)D, iPTH, and FGF23 levels. Of note, they were also more likely to have lower serum phosphorus and receive more intravenous vitamin D analogs.

Higher FGF23 levels were significantly associated with younger age, male sex, white race, more years on chronic hemodialysis, and higher serum albumin, calcium, phosphorus, 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)_{2}D, and iPTH levels. The prevalence of diabetes was lower in the higher FGF23 groups; however, vitamin D administration was more frequent (Table 2).

**Vitamin D and Risk of Infectious and Cardiac Events and All-Cause Mortality**

In time-dependent analyses, higher cumulative time-averaged serum 25(OH)D levels were consistently associated with lower risk of the infectious composite outcome, cardiac composite outcome, and of all-cause mortality in all models. In the base covariate adjustment model (Model 1), the HRs for the infectious composite, the cardiac composite, and all-cause mortality outcomes were consistently reduced for each of the second, third, and fourth quartiles compared with the first quartile of 25(OH)D. Additional adjustment for the inflammatory markers, serum albumin, hs-CRP, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and interferon-γ (IFN-γ), did not attenuate the association. Further adjustment for the administration of vitamin D analogs had no effect on the association (Table 3). These relationships were weaker when the baseline 25(OH)D levels were used as the exposure variable, with statistically significant associations persisting only for all-cause mortality in Models 1 and 3 (Table 3).

No statistically significant associations were observed between baseline or time-dependent 1,25(OH)_{2}D serum levels and clinical outcomes (Table 4), when modeled as quartile for the base model (Model 1), or after adjusting for markers of inflammation or administration of vitamin D analogs (Models 2 and 3).

**Figure 1.** Box-and-whisker plots for distribution of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (A), 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (B), and FGF23 (C) serum levels during the course of the HEMO study assigned to standard or high dose of dialysis and to a low or high-flux dialyzer. std, standard.
### Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study participants by quartiles of baseline serum 25(OH)D levels

| 25 (OH)D Levels (ng/ml) | Q1 <14  
|-------------------------|---------
| n=335                    | Q2 14–19  
| 14–26  
| >26  
| n=335  
| n=335  
| n=335  

| Age; years | 58 (13) | 59 (13) | 58 (14) | 55 (16) |
| Female; N | 243 (72.5) | 204 (60.7) | 170 (50.9) | 121 (36.1) |
| Black; N | 252 (75.2) | 234 (69.6) | 214 (64.1) | 158 (47.2) |
| Dialysis duration; years | 2.6 [1.4–4.7] | 2.5 [1.5–4.8] | 2.6 [1.3–5.0] | 3.0 [1.4–5.7] |
| Diabetes; N | 184 (54.9) | 168 (50.0) | 132 (39.5) | 103 (30.8) |
| CVD; N | 276 (82.4) | 271 (80.6) | 260 (77.8) | 249 (74.3) |
| Catheter use; N | 23 (6.9) | 21 (6.2) | 13 (3.9) | 15 (4.5) |
| Serum phosphorus; mg/dl | 5.7 (2.0) | 5.8 (1.8) | 5.8 (1.8) | 5.8 (2.0) |
| Serum 1,25(OH)2D; pg/ml | 3.3 [1.6–10.8] | 5.2 [2.3–14.2] | 6.0 [3.4–14.7] | 8.9 [5.4–17.8] |

Data are presented as N (%), mean (SD) or median [IQR].

### Table 2. Baseline characteristics of study participants by quartiles of baseline serum FGF23 levels

| FGF23 Levels (pg/ml) | Q1 <724  
|----------------------|---------
| n=335                | Q2 728–3115  
| 7212–12923  
| >12932  
| n=335  
| n=335  
| n=335  

| Age; years | 61 (13) | 60 (13) | 58 (14) | 51 (15) |
| Female; N | 221 (66.0) | 183 (54.6) | 175 (52.2) | 159 (47.5) |
| Black; N | 243 (72.5) | 214 (63.9) | 213 (63.6) | 188 (56.1) |
| Dialysis duration; years | 2.1 [1.0–3.9] | 2.5 [1.4–4.5] | 2.6 [1.5–5.3] | 3.6 [2.0–6.6] |
| Diabetes; N | 180 (53.7) | 166 (49.6) | 146 (43.6) | 95 (28.4) |
| CVD; N | 265 (79.1) | 280 (83.6) | 268 (80.0) | 243 (72.5) |
| Catheter use; N | 22 (6.6) | 19 (5.7) | 21 (6.3) | 10 (3.0) |
| Current smoking; N | 160 (47.8) | 178 (53.1) | 163 (48.8) | 175 (52.2) |
| High-Kt/V assignment; N | 173 (51.6) | 171 (51.0) | 172 (51.3) | 153 (45.7) |
| High-Flux assignment; N | 167 (49.8) | 190 (56.7) | 158 (47.2) | 159 (47.5) |
| Serum albumin; mg/dl | 3.5 (0.4) | 3.6 (0.3) | 3.6 (0.3) | 3.7 (0.4) |
| Serum calcium; mg/dl | 9.1 (0.8) | 9.1 (0.9) | 9.4 (0.9) | 9.6 (1.1) |
| Vitamin D analog administration; % | 4.4 (1.3) | 5.6 (1.5) | 6.0 (1.7) | 7.1 (1.9) |

Data are presented as N (%), mean (SD) or median [IQR].
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FGF23 and The Risk of Infectious and Cardiac Events and All-Cause Mortality

Higher circulating levels of baseline FGF23 levels were associated with statistically significant increases in the HR of each of the three outcomes (infectious composite, cardiac composite, and all-cause mortality), after adjusting for the covariates in the base model (Model 1). HRs for the highest quartile of FGF23 were 1.57 (95% CI, 1.13–2.18), 1.49 (95% CI, 1.06–2.08), and 1.50 (95% CI, 1.07–2.12) for the infectious and cardiac composite outcome and for all-cause mortality, respectively (Model 1). Results were weaker when FGF23 was modeled as a time-dependent exposure variable (Table 5). These relationships persisted after expanding the covariates to include markers of inflammation in Model 2 and after adjusting for administration of vitamin D (Model 3).

Given our findings above, subsequent analyses were performed to examine the association between serum levels of 25(OH)D and FGF23 with each of the three outcomes (infectious composite, cardiac composite, and all-cause mortality) in time-varying analyses. The entire cohort was divided into four groups on the basis of the median 25(OH)D and FGF23 serum levels. Cox proportional hazard models, adjusted for the base model (Model 1), show that the highest risk for the infectious and cardiac composite and all-cause mortality occurred in HEMO participants with a 25(OH)D serum level below the median and with an FGF23 serum level greater than the median value (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

In this large cohort of chronic hemodialysis patients with long-term follow-up, we observed that higher serum levels of 25(OH)D were associated with decreased risks of infectious events (composite of infectious hospitalization and infectious death), cardiac events (composite of cardiac hospitalization and cardiac deaths) and all-cause deaths. In contrast, while the median serum 1,25(OH)2D concentration was lower than the definition of 1,25(OH)2D deficiency (i.e., serum levels <22 pg/ml),26 there were no associations between 1,25(OH)2D and FGF23 excess with outcomes in hemodialysis as defined by major adverse clinical outcomes in this population.
Interventional studies are urgently needed to determine whether therapeutic strategies that delay or attenuate the severity of disordered mineral metabolism can improve these outcomes.

Higher circulating 25(OH)D levels, when modeled as a time-dependent covariate, showed a graded relationship with a decreased risk of infectious and cardiac events and all-cause mortality that was robust to all modeling strategies and independent of markers of inflammation. There are at least two hypotheses that potentially explain these strong associations when modeled as a time-dependent covariate when compared with a single time point. One hypothesis is that nutritional vitamin D, which is an important determinant of 25(OH)D levels, is actually directly or indirectly protective against these systemic events, by virtue of its biologic effects. A second hypothesis is that high serum 25(OH)D level is merely a biomarker of good general health. In this regard, physical inactivity, diets low in dairy and oily fish, adiposity, and other unhealthy habits have been reported to be associated with low circulating 25(OH)D levels.

The stronger association observed with the time-dependent analyses when compared when using a single time point of 25(OH)D level is likely due to the fact that time-dependent Cox regression models relate infectious and cardiac events to the most recent 25(OH)D serum level within the prior year.

The discovery that many extrarenal tissues also possess both the 1α-hydroxylase enzyme and the vitamin D receptors (VDR) has provided new insights into the important physiologic autocrine and paracrine roles of vitamin D in various organs. According to this paradigm, the availability of circulating 25(OH)D is essential for these organs to generate 1,25(OH)2D which subsequently acts in an autocrine or paracrine manner to serve their respective local needs. Thus, contrary to the kidney, the extrarenal production of 1,25(OH)2D does not contribute to the circulating pool of 1,25(OH)2D. This might explain the association between circulating levels of 25(OH)D and outcomes but the lack of association between circulating levels of 1,25(OH)2D with clinical events in the present analysis.

The effects of vitamin D on immunity represent a relatively new and exciting area of investigation. Both 1α-hydroxylase and VDR are expressed in immune cells, suggesting that 25(OH)D has paracrine or autocrine function in these cells. When Toll-like receptors on macrophages bind bacterial wall lipopolysaccharide, 1α-hydroxylase and VDR expression is upregulated, resulting in the local conversion of 25(OH)D to 1,25(OH)2D, which in turn increases the expression of bactericidal proteins, cathelicidin, and beta defensin. Cathelicidin transcription is particularly dependent on sufficient circulating levels of 25(OH)D. The findings of the present study are
consistent with these biologic principles and other epidemiologic reports linking low serum 25(OH)D levels to increased risks of infection in the nondialysis population. The present study makes an important contribution to the literature by demonstrating this association in the chronic dialysis population and provides another plausible mechanism for the well known impaired immunity in these patients.

The exact mechanisms by which 25(OH)D may protect against CVD have not been fully delineated. It is, however, known that vitamin D can stimulate the secretion/action of insulin, regulate blood pressure through its modulation of renin production, inhibit cellular proliferation, and alter the inflammatory response associated with atherosclerosis. All of these reported effects of vitamin D appear to be mediated by the active form 1,25(OH)2D although recent evidence suggests that 25(OH)D might also have a direct effect on the vitamin D receptor.

In the present study, we also found higher serum FGF23 levels to be a predictor of infectious events, cardiac events, and all-cause mortality, independent of traditional CVD risk factors and inflammatory markers. This association was particularly strong when baseline FGF23 values were used as the exposure, but was attenuated in the time-dependent models.

A novel finding of the present study was the relationship between higher serum FGF23 levels and infectious events. It is well established that FGF23 is an endocrine hormone acting in the kidney as a phosphaturic hormone and a suppressor of CYP27B1 enzyme. In addition, it is possible that FGF23 also regulates the innate immunity. A plausible hypothesis is that FGF23 inhibits CYP27B1 in monocytic cells, with subsequent effects on intracellular synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D. In fact, treatment of peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from peritoneal dialysate effluents of uremic patients decreased the mRNA expression of CYP27B1 and conversion of 25(OH)D to 1,25(OH)2D. These biologic effects of FGF23 on monocytic cells support the observation in the present study, which
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FGF23 pg/ml</th>
<th>Baseline FGF23 as Exposure</th>
<th>Composite of First Infectious Hospitalization or Infectious Death</th>
<th>Time-dependent FGF23 as Exposure</th>
<th>Composite of First Cardiac Hospitalization or Cardiac Death</th>
<th>All-Cause Mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of Events</td>
<td>HR (95% CI), by Quartile</td>
<td># of Events</td>
<td>HR (95% CI), by Quartile</td>
<td># of Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 &lt;724</td>
<td>Q2 728–3115</td>
<td>Q3 3122–12923</td>
<td>Q4 &gt;12923</td>
<td>Q1 &lt;724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Events</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.95 (0.72–1.24)</td>
<td>1.42 (1.06–1.89)</td>
<td>1.57 (1.13–2.18)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.91 (0.68–1.21)</td>
<td>1.37 (1.02–1.84)</td>
<td>1.41 (1.00–1.99)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.95 (0.72–1.25)</td>
<td>1.43 (1.07–1.91)</td>
<td>1.59 (1.14–2.22)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1 Adjusted for age, gender, race, diabetic status, history of cardiac disease, years of dialysis, smoking status, urea Kt/V, and dialysis membrane model. Model 2 Adjusted for covariates in Model 1 plus serum albumin, serum high-sensitivity C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor-α, and interferon-γ. Model 3 Adjusted for covariates in Model 2 plus vitamin D analog administration. Quartile 1 is the reference group in all models.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is the first clinical evidence of a relationship between higher serum FGF23 levels and infectious events.

Previous observational studies have found similar relationship of serum FGF23 concentration with all-cause mortality but less is known about the longitudinal relationship between serum FGF23 levels with cardiac events in hemodialysis patients. In a prospective cohort of incident dialysis patients, the risk of all-cause mortality increased with higher serum FGF23 levels\(^20\); however, specific cardiac hospitalization or causes of death were not examined. Increased FGF23 levels have also been shown to be associated with left ventricular hypertrophy in both pre-dialysis and dialysis patients,\(^38,39\) which appears to be a plausible mechanism underlying the relationship between higher serum levels of FGF23 and cardiac events in the present study.

Our study has several limitations. First, we were unable to determine whether decreased 25(OH)D or increased FGF23 serum levels have direct biologic effects. Second, there was no information on the use of nutritional vitamin D supplementation in the HEMO study database. However, given the time period in which the HEMO study was performed (mostly in the 1990s), nutritional vitamin D supplementation was not commonly encouraged in this patient population. The present study does not attempt to ascertain the sources of vitamin D, such as the food intake, sun exposure or vitamin D supplements; instead it examines the associations between vitamin D serum levels and clinical events regardless of the sources of vitamin D. Third, there was no assessment of important confounding variables like vitamin D-binding protein or cathelicidin levels. Finally, this study was comprised of participants undergoing chronic hemodialysis; caution should be exercised when extrapolating these results to people with milder forms of CKD.

These limitations notwithstanding, our study also has several strengths. First, to our knowledge, this study is the first evaluating the longitudinal association of components of the vitamin D axis and FGF23 with major adverse clinical events in chronic hemodialysis patients. Second, the HEMO study from which these data were obtained had a large number of patients with a median follow-up period of 3 years. Third, infectious and cardiac events, as used in the present analysis, were adjudicated by an outcome committee in the HEMO study. Fourth, the comprehensive dataset allowed for adjustment of important regulators of mineral metabolism, including serum calcium, phosphorus, and iPTH levels. Finally, serum levels of several important inflammatory markers, including hs-CRP, IL-6, TNF-\(\alpha\), and IFN-\(\gamma\), were measured and used in statistical adjustments.

In conclusion, higher serum 25(OH)D levels were independently associated with lower risks of infectious and cardiac events in chronic hemodialysis patients. In contrast, higher serum FGF23 levels were a strong and independent predictor of the risk of infectious and cardiac events. Further studies are needed to further confirm the postulated mechanisms underlying these associations and whether interventions that increase serum 25(OH)D levels and/or block FGF23 might improve the clinical outcomes of chronic dialysis patients.

**CONCISE METHODS**

**Study Population**

The HEMO study was a prospective, randomized, multicenter clinical trial with a \(2 \times 2\) factorial design and equal allocation to each treatment arm.\(^25\) In total, 1846 hemodialysis patients were randomly assigned to either low-flux or high-flux membrane dialyzers and to either a standard dose of dialysis targeting an equilibrated dose (\(\varepsilon\)Kt/V of urea) of 1.05 or a high dose targeting an \(\varepsilon\)Kt/V of urea of 1.45. Among the eligibility criteria were (1) a minimum of 3 months on hemodialysis, and (2) residual kidney urea clearance of \(<1.5\ \text{ml/min per 35 l of urea distribution volume}\) to limit the contribution from native kidneys and hence maximize the relative effect of dialysis on total body solute clearances. Of note, the primary results of that study showed no statistical difference in all-cause mortality between the high-dose and low-dose arms and between the high-flux and low-flux arms.

We restricted our analytical cohort to 1340 HEMO study participants because of lack of samples in some HEMO study participants.
(Supplemental Figure 1). The cohort included 706 HEMO participants who provided stored samples at their baseline visit, and 634 additional participants in whom 1-year samples, but not baseline samples, were available. In this report, we treat the 1-year visit and covariates at that visit, for this latter cohort as their “baseline” visit, and relate exposure variables at this visit to clinical outcomes. The respective institutional review board at the University of Colorado Denver and the University of Utah approved this ancillary study.

**Exposure Variables**

All serum samples collected during the course of the HEMO study (March 1995 to October 2000) were stored in a central repository at −80°C until they were shipped to the University of Washington for analyses. The stability of vitamin D metabolites and FGF23 in frozen samples has been previously well described.\(^\text{19,40}\) The primary exposure variables for the present analysis were serum levels of 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, and FGF23.

25(OH)D

Total 25(OH)D (sum of 25(OH)D\(_2\) and 25(OH)D\(_3\)) was measured using immunoaffinity purification and liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry. Calibration was confirmed with National Institute of Standards and Technology’s standard reference material 972.\(^\text{41}\) The lower limit of detection was 1.6 ng/ml and 2.0 ng/ml for 25(OH)D\(_2\) and 25(OH)D\(_3\), respectively. The between-assay imprecision (%CV) was 10.3% for 25(OH)D\(_2\) and 6.0% for 25(OH)D\(_3\).

1,25(OH)\(_2\)D

Serum 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D levels were also measured using high-performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry following immunoaffinity purification of the samples. 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D\(_2\) and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D\(_3\) levels were reported separately and total 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D calculated from these values. Limits of detection with this method were 5.6 pg/ml and 6.8 pg/ml for 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D\(_2\) and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D\(_3\), respectively. The interassay CVs were 11.4% and 12.3% for each analyte, respectively. This methodology does not detect and does not have interference from paricalcitol or the C-3 epimeric forms of 25(OH)D\(_2\) and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D\(_3\).

FGF23

Intact FGF23 was measured using the Kainos immunoassay, which detects the full-length, biologically intact FGF23 molecule via mid-molecule and distal epitopes. The intra- and interassay CVs were 3.8% and 3.0%, respectively, for this assay. The Kainos immunoassay assay has been shown to be the most sensitive assay for FGF23.\(^\text{42}\)

**Outcomes**

The planned duration of follow-up for the HEMO study ranged from 0.8 to 6.6 years (mean 4.24 years), depending on the time of randomization of the individual participants. Because of deaths and transplantation, however, the mean actual follow-up duration was 2.84 years. Reflecting termination of follow-up due to death and transplant, the mean (SD) follow-up duration for mortality in this subcohort was 2.80 (1.7) years. Classifications of outcomes were made at the clinical centers and then reviewed by an outcome committee composed of HEMO study investigators who were unaware of the treatment assignments.\(^\text{25}\) The outcomes for this analysis included: (1) time to infectious event (composite of first infectious hospitalization or infectious death), (2) time to cardiac event (composite of first cardiac hospitalization or cardiac death), and (3) time to death from any cause. Of note, all-cause mortality was the primary outcome of the HEMO study, while the infection and cardiac composites were prespecified secondary outcomes.

**Covariates**

Patient age, gender, race, duration of chronic dialysis, diabetic status (based on past or current use of hypoglycemic agents), comorbid medical conditions, and history of cigarette smoking were recorded during the baseline phase of the trial. Presence of central venous catheter as hemodialysis vascular access and use of medications including active vitamin D analogs were recorded every 6 months during follow-up. Serum albumin was measured using nephelometry, and serum calcium, phosphorus, and iPTH were measured at 6-month intervals by the sites’ local laboratories using standard techniques. From the stored serum samples, inflammatory markers were measured. These markers included hs-CRP, IL-6, TNF-\(\alpha\), and IFN-\(\gamma\). Serum hs-CRP was measured using a UniCel DxC system from Beckman. The inter-assay CV for this assay was 4.9%. Serum IL-6, TNF-\(\alpha\), and IFN-\(\gamma\) were measured using the luminex platform using EMD Millipore’s reagents. The inter-assay CVs were 18.9%, 18.9%, and 19.7% for each analyte.

**Statistical Analyses**

Demographic, cardiovascular risk factors, and serum markers of inflammation were compared across quartiles of baseline serum 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, and FGF23 levels using the chi-squared test for categorical factors, and ANOVA for continuous variables, with log transformations applied to variables with heavy positive skewness. Pearson product-moment correlations were used to summarize the cross-sectional relationships among calcium, phosphorus, 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, iPTH, FGF23, and inflammatory marker concentrations at baseline, following logarithmic transformation when appropriate. CVs for 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, and FGF23 were calculated from the yearly measurements.

Separate analyses for 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, and FGF23 were performed. Each of these exposure variables was analyzed as a categorical variable split into four quartiles, with the lowest quartile serving as the reference category. The relative hazards between the higher quartiles and the lowest quartile were used to characterize the pattern of the relationship between each exposure and outcome, allowing for the possibility of nonlinear relationships.

We used time-dependent Cox regression to relate the clinical outcomes to the cumulative average serum 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D, and FGF23 concentrations. Covariates which changed over time (age, prior years on dialysis, use of a central venous catheter, smoking, mineral metabolism markers, and inflammatory markers) were updated at each annual assessment corresponding to the exposure variables. Fixed-covariate Cox regression was used to relate the same outcomes to the baseline values of these minerals after adjustment for the baseline covariates described below.

We used a combination of criteria based on the HEMO study design, subject-matter considerations, and biologic understanding to designate two nested sets of covariates for inclusion in the Cox
regression models. The base model (labeled as Model 1) included age, gender, race, diabetic status, history of cardiac disease, number of years on dialysis, smoking status, Kt/V, and flux treatment assignments in the HEMO study, use of central catheter as vascular access, as well as serum calcium, phosphorus, iPTH, 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)2D, and FGF23 concentrations. Serum 25(OH)D, 1,25(OH)2D, and FGF23 were included in the base model only when the variable was not modeled as an exposure. The first nine of the covariates listed above were among the basic set of prespecified baseline factors that have been included in most prior analyses of the HEMO study data. The final six covariates were added specifically as potential confounders for the relationship between the proposed exposure variables and clinical outcomes. In Model 2, the covariates included those used in the base model, plus serum concentrations of albumin and inflammatory markers, which are also possible confounders. The serum inflammatory markers included hs-CRP, IL-6, TNF-α, and IFN-γ. Model 2 was performed to test if inflammation might be in the causal pathway of low vitamin D or high FGF23 serum levels leading to clinical outcomes. Model 3 included the covariates included in Model 2 plus usage of vitamin D analogs. The results of Model 1 are given primary emphasis in our interpretation of the results.

Proportional hazards assumptions were evaluated using plots of Schoenfeld residuals and consideration of interaction terms between predictor variables and follow-up time. We considered models with cubic splines in quantitative variables and plots of martingale residuals to identify deviations from the linearity assumptions of the Cox regression models. Last value carried forward imputation was used to impute missing data in time-dependent covariates. Two-tailed values of \( P < 0.05 \) were considered statistically significant without formal adjustment for multiple comparisons; however, results were not deemed as conclusive unless they were observed consistently for both the categorical and continuous models in the exposure variables. All statistical analyses were performed with Statistical Analysis System software, version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1,25(OH)\textsubscript{2}D levels (pg/mL)</th>
<th>Q1 (&lt;2.8) n=335</th>
<th>Q2 2.8-6.3 n=335</th>
<th>Q3 6.3-14.4 n=335</th>
<th>Q4 (&gt;14.4) n=335</th>
<th>P value for trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age; years</td>
<td>58 (13)</td>
<td>58 (14)</td>
<td>56 (15)</td>
<td>58 (14)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female; N</td>
<td>220 (65.7)</td>
<td>178 (53.0)</td>
<td>159 (47.6)</td>
<td>181 (54.0)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black; N</td>
<td>213 (63.6)</td>
<td>195 (58.0)</td>
<td>203 (60.8)</td>
<td>247 (73.7)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis duration; years</td>
<td>2.5 [1.4-4.7]</td>
<td>2.7 [1.4-4.9]</td>
<td>2.8 [1.4-5.0]</td>
<td>3.0 [1.5-6.1]</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes; N</td>
<td>163 (48.7)</td>
<td>149 (44.4)</td>
<td>160 (47.9)</td>
<td>115 (34.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD; N</td>
<td>271 (80.9)</td>
<td>279 (83.0)</td>
<td>248 (74.2)</td>
<td>258 (77.0)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheter use; N</td>
<td>23 (6.9)</td>
<td>23 (6.9)</td>
<td>13 (3.9)</td>
<td>13 (3.9)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoking; N</td>
<td>159 (47.5)</td>
<td>168 (50.2)</td>
<td>184 (55.1)</td>
<td>165 (49.2)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Kt/V assignment; N</td>
<td>171 (51.0)</td>
<td>149 (44.4)</td>
<td>159 (47.6)</td>
<td>190 (56.7)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-flux assignment; N</td>
<td>176 (52.5)</td>
<td>160 (47.6)</td>
<td>161 (48.2)</td>
<td>177 (52.8)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum albumin; mg/dL</td>
<td>3.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum calcium; mg/dL</td>
<td>9.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>9.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>9.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>9.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum phosphorus; mg/dL</td>
<td>5.9 (1.9)</td>
<td>5.8 (1.9)</td>
<td>5.9 (1.9)</td>
<td>5.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum iPTH; pg/mL</td>
<td>170 [69-402]</td>
<td>162 [76-394]</td>
<td>192 [87-436]</td>
<td>243 [117-483]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum FGF23; pg/mL</td>
<td>2684 [816-10671]</td>
<td>2493 [529-10968]</td>
<td>3362 [721-14535]</td>
<td>4371 [900-16886]</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum hs-CRP; mg/L</td>
<td>6.1 [2.6-14.2]</td>
<td>5.7 [2.4-16.1]</td>
<td>5.3 [2.6-14.8]</td>
<td>6.8 [2.8-14.9]</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum IL-6; pg/mL</td>
<td>2.9 [1.6-7.1]</td>
<td>3.2 [1.7-7.4]</td>
<td>3.0 [1.7-6.8]</td>
<td>3.2 [1.6-5.9]</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum TNF-(\alpha); pg/mL</td>
<td>29.0 [18.9-43.4]</td>
<td>30.6 [19.7-45.4]</td>
<td>30.1 [21.8-42.1]</td>
<td>29.2 [17.9-45.4]</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum IFN-(\gamma); pg/mL</td>
<td>1.4 [1.1-1.9]</td>
<td>1.4 [1.1-2.0]</td>
<td>1.5 [1.1-2.2]</td>
<td>1.5 [1.1-2.1]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D analogues administration; %</td>
<td>89 (26.6)</td>
<td>119 (35.4)</td>
<td>223 (66.8)</td>
<td>289 (86.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as N (%), mean (SD) or median [IQR]. Abbreviations: CVD= cardiovascular disease; 25(OH)D=25-hydroxyvitamin D; 1,25(OH)\textsubscript{2}D=1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D; iPTH=intact parathyroid hormone; FGF23=fibroblast growth factor 23; hs-CRP=high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; IL-6=interleukin-6; TNF-\(\alpha\)=tumor necrosis factor \(\alpha\); IFN-\(\gamma\)=interferon-\(\gamma\).
Supplemental Figure 1

Original HEMO cohort randomized 1846 patients undergoing thrice-weekly dialysis

Serum samples not available on 506 HEMO participants

Serum samples available on 1340 HEMO participants

706 HEMO participants with serum samples available at the baseline visit

634 HEMO participants in whom 1-year samples, but not baseline samples, were available

Outcomes:

Composite of first infectious hospitalization or death
Composite of first cardiac hospitalization or death
All-Cause-Mortality